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Abstract 

This paper proposes a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) based wind 

energy conversion system (WECS) having combination of Quazi z source network with 

matrix converter to raise the output voltage in accordance with load requirement. This 

combination is formed by cascading quazi Z source with direct matrix converter. Whenever 

the speed of wind mill varies, the direct matrix method will took part in regulating out in 

the form of varying duty ratio.  It is having capability to perform buck-boost operation in 

addition with concentration upon duty ratio and bidirectional power flow controllability. 

Further this method having several advantages such as accommodates less number of 

active and passive components, more reliable, efficiency is said to high, etc. The particular 

reason for choosing proposed conversion method is deduction in size of filtering unit 

rather than preceding method. To validate its efficiency, the proposed topology is simulated 

and overall functioning is presented in the form of waveforms.       

 

Keywords: Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG); Quazi Z Source 

Converter (QZSC); Matrix Converter; Duty Ratio; Reliable; Efficiency.   

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Loss of power due to transmission, increase in productivity cost and raise in use of fossil fuel 

makes renewable energy would be a batter choice for generating sustainable voltage. 

Renewable energy available for continuous power generation is solar, wind, tidal, hydro, geo-

thermal, etc. From this wind energy is chosen due to its availability and higher productivity 

within a short term, durability, and several other economic benefits. WECS based DC micro 

grid gains more attention due to its features and they are: able to conduct lossless generation 

and transmission; availability of abundant renewable energy in a particular sector will make 

the surrounding to make it easily available; less capital cost. Apart from generation, the 

processing of gained voltage is essential factor. Thus semiconducting devices play a vital role 

in rectification and conversion methodology. Rectification won’t cause any difficulties in 

supply system. To concentrate upon DC-DC is must. The above said topology can have 

enough potential to strengthen the output. Improving magnitude in addition with satisfying 

load is necessity. So that, a special care upon choosing these terms is mandatory. 

Conventional method adopts high rated step-up transformer and large filtering unit for 

delivering constant voltage towards load. Mismatching of frequency tend to be high due to its 

operation under variable operating condition. For incremental action and concentrate upon 

power quality, the selection of converters will be a better choice. By these, converters are 
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designed with simple in structure, robust, more effective and low cost [1]. To raise the gain 

other than conversion, a selection of generators is must. Then PMSG is selected and it 

maximise the outlet in proportion with load necessity. Then fuzzy logic control technique is 

presented to utilize variable wing blown on turbine shaft; also it maintains stable voltage at 

DC link capacitor which will makes the entire system functioning in an appropriate rate. This 

in turn makes feedback from inductor motor is continuously observed and taking it as 

reference to generate gate pulse for switches intruded in DC-AC. By this, switches are 

operated at desired frequency [2]. The following structure describes principle behind 

processing and operation of generating electricity from WECS mechanism and power 

injection towards grid.   

 
 

Figure 1 Basic of WECS 

 

In [3] PMSG is chosen due to absence of gear box which eliminates torsional stiffness 

problems; also reduction in size, weight and compact structure are additional advantages of 

PMSG.  Intruding z source inverter is presented to bring maximum power from source and 

drain it towards load. It would deal with eliminating harmonics and current ripple. DC link 

voltage control is additional key features. In continuation with voltage control, reduction in 

ripple voltage across capacitor is prominent one. Through improved PWM strategy, the above 

statement is possible.   Rearranging shoot through time of active and zero state in impedance 

network avoids complexity on charging state of capacitor. Presence of sustainable power 

flow across capacitor is the only solution to maintain constant output voltage [4].  Deciding 

input to converter, rectification is considered as first and foremost stage. The functioning of 

semiconducting devices present in it interrelates with switching cycle. To deal rectification 

and voltage conversion, current source control is preferred. This would be a better choice [5]. 

To bring brief notes about control strategy space vector modulation control is presented in 

respect to improving the voltage is displayed in [6]. Other than control logic, conversion 

topologies are responsible for raising the productivity in case windblown across blades is 

slightly decreased. For this quazi Z source inverter is chosen as attractive solution to 

compensate necessity. 

 

By relating quazi z source network with fuzzy logic control maximize the output in the form 

of reducing harmonics and severe short circuit faults. Other than wind, the above mentioned 

converter is preferred for variable speed drives and electric vehicles.  In between load and 

source other than rectifier back-to-back converters are has become more popular in 

conventional method. It holds number of active and passive components; it is said to be more 

complex in nature (). In order to avoid uncertainty, matrix converter is designed and enrolled 

within transmitting rectifier outlet to load. Rather than predecessor, it neglects unnecessary 

filtering unit and DC link capacitor. Some of the advantages are input power factor 

controllability, compact structure. It is categorized into types: direct and indirect method. 

Both have adequate capability to do voltage and current conversion. Number of stages took 

for conversion is the only difference between two methods. Direct method conversion 
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method adopts single stage processing. Then this will be a right choice for functioning under 

differential circumstances. The switches present in it accommodate hysteresis control. Both 

reactive power and speed are controlled through closed loop structure. The performance of 

matrix converter is higher than that of conventional method is experienced in [7-8]. The 

change of controller will cause some variation in outlet which determines the efficiency 

respectively. Some controllers are selectively chosen to resolve harmonics and ripple. 

Likewise previous one, voltage source inverter is integrated with matrix converter in [9]. In 

next stage fuzzy logic control is suggested to withdraw a higher order magnitude is specified 

in [10]. 

 

 
(a) Direct matrix converter 

 
(b) Indirect matrix converter 

Figure 2 Representing detailed structure of matrix converter 

 

From several researches it is evident that interaction of quazi z source network with matrix 

converter will promote sustainable power supply without unusual power flow and interrupts. 

The choice of generator depends upon capability to fulfill the requirement. In acceptance with 

that statement, PMSG is chosen. The diode bridge rectifier neglects back-to-back connection; 

in that several components needed in conventional method are eliminated. PMSG does not 

need dc excitation for generating magnetic field. Absence of slip ring and brushes, the 

structure becomes compact.     

 
Figure 3 Structural analysis of PMSG 
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2. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY 

 

The following structure describing about single phase proposed converter. Likewise 

conventional Z source network, it possesses dual inductor and capacitor; but it contains a 

bidirectional switch which controls whole action with respect to switching frequency. 

 
Figure 4 Proposed quazi z source converter 

 

The converter performs buck/boost operation in relation with duty ratio and load. To operate 

under continuous conduction mode, inductor plays a major role in it. Shoot through problem 

is relatively low. Switching frequency resizing passive filters used within it.      

The below block diagram visualizing process behind generation, transmission and 

distribution in proposed system. A variable speed accepting PMSG based WECS is interfaced 

with proposed converter by means of converting generated AC into DC by rectfier.  

 

A breakthrough in voltage limitation is accompained with it.The output of the matrix 

converter is delievered towards transformer. The transformer supplies power to the grid.  

 

 
Figure 5 Blocks denoting proposed methodology 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The simulation of the proposed system has been done using MATLAB Software. Especially, 

Simulink library is used to develop the model as per the topology mentioned in previous 

section. The differential equations are progressed through fixed step solver. The simulation 

circuit consists of mathematical modeling of wind energy system based on permanent magnet 

synchronous generator, matrix converter designed with nine bidirectional switches, three 

phase electrical load, measurement blocks and scopes. 
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Figure 6 Proposed MATLAB layouts 

 

  

 
 

The structure of three phase quazi z source network is presented in it. Once it reviews 

elements arrangement and functioning in a simpler manner by the way of circuit.  

 
Figure 7 Outputs of WECS 

 

The renewable energy sources are variable in nature and it has less capability to produce high 

voltage as per the grid requirement. The magnitude of the voltage produced from wind 

energy system with DC-DC converter is approximately 620V which is shown in figure 7. 

Each phase having different current and voltage range; it depending upon the delay angle and 

other key factors. By taking two phases as input to voltage measurement block and output 

voltage of quazi z source converter is visualized in figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Output voltage of proposed converter 

 

The output of proposed converter will be taken as input to matrix section and below figures 

plotting current flow.  

 

 
 

Figure 9(a) 

 

 
 

Figure 9(b) 

 
 

Figure 9(c) 

 

Figure 9 Current flown through each phase of proposed converter 

(a) Ia 

(b) Ib 

(c) Ic 
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Figure 10 (a) 

 

 
 

Figure 10(b) 

 

 
Figure 10(c) 

 

Figure 10 Representing calculated voltage delivered towards load 

(a) Va 

(b) Vb 

(c) Vc 

From figure 11, load flow analysis is presented and the output tends to be 3000V. it is much 

more greater then outlet of quazi z source converter. To estimate overall performance, the 

below table is prepared.  
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 Conventional method Proposed method 

VWECS 140V 620V 

Vdc 100V 420V 

VOUT 4000V 1200V 

 

From above fiigure it is clear that this method should adopt load necessity and took part in 

fulfill the requirement with lower duty ratio and switchinng frequency. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The matrix converter has been implemented successfully to control the output voltage for 

different wind speed. The Quasi Z-source inverter was incorporated further on matrix 

converter in order step up and avoid shoot through effect. The matrix converter was acted in 

between Generator and electrical grid in order to match the voltage and frequency between 

them. The Proposed system has been modeled using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation 

results were helped to validate the proposed matrix converter for wind energy conversion 

system. 
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